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An extended berm of calcarenitic boulders is recognisable at Punta Saguerra, few kilometres south of Taranto
(Apulia, Italy) while isolated boulders are sparse in other near localities. The berm is at 2–5 m above present
sea level (a.p.s.l), on a rocky headland gently sloping toward the sea; it is separated from the coastline by a
large terrace. A detailed study of its stratigraphy and its morphology has been performed in order to deﬁne its
depositional mechanism; in particular, integrated DGPS and Laser Scanner surveys have provided precise details
of each boulder: position, size and distance from the shoreline. The accumulation is constitute of boulders up
to 30 tons, which locally are arranged in rows of embricated patterns. The surfaces of the biggest boulders are
characterised by biogenic encrustations and by solution potholes that indicate their intertidal/adlittoral/spray zone
provenience. Based on direct observations of each boulder (size, shape, weight and long axis azimuth), together
with hydrodynamic equations it is possible to hypothesize the extreme event—geodynamic or meteorological—
which was responsible for this singular accumulation. AMS age determinations on Vermetid sp. sampled on
boulder surfaces and chronicle suggest that the accumulation may be attributed to the tsunami generated by
the strong earthquake that occurred on April 24, 1836, the epicentre of which has been localised near Rossano
Calabro, along the Ionian coast of northern Calabria.
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1. Introduction
Many authors have described the presence of mega-
boulders along coasts around the world as one of the main
evidence of the impact of catastrophic waves of either ge-
ological (tsunami) or meteorological (hurricanes, storms)
origin (for instance: Hearty, 1997; Mastronuzzi and Sanso`,
2000, 2004; Scheffers, 2002, 2004; Noormets et al., 2004;
Williams and Hall, 2004; Kelletat et al., 2005; Hall et
al., 2006; Goto et al., 2007, 2010). At present, the di-
atribe about the individuation of the type of mechanism
responsible for their placement is still open. Recent sur-
veys performed some days after the occurrence of the Sunda
tsunami on December 26, 2004 recognized that at Pakarang
Cape, Thailand, the inland scattering of mega-boulders had
resulted from this tsunami (Goto et al., 2007). On the other
hand, the afﬁrmation that the presence of mega-boulders
along the coasts is always evidence of a tsunami impact is
a matter of debate (for instance: Moore and Moore, 1984;
Bryant and Young, 1996; Hearty, 1997; Felton et al., 2000;
Mastronuzzi et al., 2006; Switzer and Burston, 2010). Nev-
ertheless, the local morpho-bathymetry, litho-structural fea-
tures and the local wave climate, all together condition the
effect of a wave impact, whatever its generating mecha-
nism may be. Different coastal areas of the Paciﬁc, Atlantic
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and Indian oceans are characterized by impacting “normal”
storm waves some ten meters high able to move boulders
(Moberly and Chamberlain, 1964; Dollar, 1982; Dollar and
Tribble, 1993; Williams and Hall, 2004; Hall et al., 2006;
Holliday et al., 2006; Hansom et al., 2008). A recent survey
highlights that, locally, a tsunami can also be characterized
by a wave some ten meters high, but this is not the nor-
mality (Lavigne et al., 2006); more frequent is the possibil-
ity that an impacting wave can run inland, rising along the
coastal slope and deﬁning a run-up of some ten meters. On
the other hand, a tsunami is characterized by an impressive
energy connected not only to the wave height but also to
the wave period and its length; the possibility to release en-
ergy corresponds to its capability to pickup in charge while
transporting a large quantity of heterometric material as the
March 11, 2011 Japanese tsunami shown to all the world.
Recent surveys performed along the coast of the Mediter-
ranean basin evidenced landward the presence of boulders,
arranged in ﬁelds and/or ridges and emplaced at various
distances from the coastline. The cause of the displace-
ment of the boulders is generally ascribed to a tsunami
impact (Mastronuzzi and Sanso`, 2000, 2004; Kelletat and
Schellmann, 2002; Morhange et al., 2006; Vo¨tt et al.,
2006; Mastronuzzi et al., 2007a; Scicchitano et al., 2007;
Scheffers and Scheffers, 2007; Maouche et al., 2009), al-
though, in some cases boulder dislocation is directly recog-
nised to be caused by the recent impact of storms generated
by strong winds (Mastronuzzi and Sanso`, 2004; Barbano
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Fig. 1. Localisation of the studied area in the centre of the Mediterranean Basin; (a) outer limit of overthrust fronts; (b) main transcurrent faults.
et al., 2010). Even though, from the analysis of the mor-
phological and climatic features of the Mediterranean basin,
it can be inferred that “normal” exceptional waves are not
able to dislodge, transport and scatter inland boulders with
weights exceeding 1.4/1.8 tons (Mastronuzzi et al., 2006).
Based on the available data, it has been possible to im-
prove the assessment of coastal hazards (Mastronuzzi and
Sanso`, 2006) and to realize a hydrodynamic equation that
permitted to evaluate the maximum ﬂooding possible, start-
ing with the size of the deposited boulders as a consequence
of a tsunami impact (Pignatelli et al., 2009). Together, local
census data, surveys and knowledge of the areas in which
boulders were accumulated by a tsunami, are extremely im-
portant in the deﬁnition of a tsunami coastal hazard and in
the redaction of the map of coastal risk. An extended boul-
ders accumulation has been identiﬁed along the rocky coast
of Punta Saguerra (= Cape Saguerra), located not far from
the city of Taranto, along the Ionian coast of the Apulian re-
gion (Southern Italy), whereas isolated boulders have been
recognised in other nearby localities (Fig. 1). In the fol-
lowing pages the detailed survey of the features of the main
accumulation and its chronological attribution are presented
and discussed in order to identify its generative event.
2. Geodynamic Settings
The Mediterranean area represents the collision zone be-
tween the European and African plates; it comprises a num-
ber of geodynamic regions affected by different seismic ac-
tivities. In particular, in the centre of the Mediterranean
basin, at the bottom of the Ionian sea, the multiple plate
junction of Africa, Adria and the Aegean, deﬁne different
types of plate boundaries that came about through collision,
subduction, transformational faulting and spreading. These
plates support a geodynamic model that assumes a slow
NNW-SSE convergence between the Eurasia and Africa-
Adria continental plates (for istance see: Chiarabba et al.,
2005; Di Bucci et al., 2009, 2010). The connected seis-
micity has been responsible for generating numerous earth-
quakes which can explains the recurrence of the historical
tsunamis that have hit the Italian and other Mediterranean
coasts over the last millennium (Soloviev, 1990; Tinti and
Maramai, 1996; Mastronuzzi, 2010). In the centre of the
Mediterranean basin, the Apulian region represents a part of
the emerged foreland of both Appenninic and Dinaric oro-
gens (Fig. 1); it is slightly deformed and affected by Appen-
ninic and anti-Appenninic trending faults which sub-divide
it into ﬁve main structural blocks characterized by differ-
ent long-term uplift rates decreasing from north to south
(for instance: Del Gaudio et al., 2005; Ferranti et al., 2006;
Mastronuzzi et al., 2007b and references therein). The front
of the Appeninic thrust runs emerged NNW-SSE, about par-
allel to the Apulian foreland; in the submerged part of the
Taranto Gulf it is almost parallel to the Apulian escarpment
up to the latitude of Kephalonia Island, where it turns SW
(Butler et al., 2004). The whole area comprised between
the Appeninic thrust front and the emerged part of the Cal-
abrian Arc is characterized by high seismic activity (Jenny
et al., 2006); an important part of the historical earthquake
epicentres is located in the Taranto Gulf, which is up to
2,500 m deep (Fig. 2).
On the other hand, along the eastern part of the Adriatic
Sea, the front of the Dinarides, Albanides and Hellenides
chains runs about parallel to the coastline crossed by main
faults. The highly seismic Kephalonia right-lateral strike-
slip fault represents the limit between the Euroasian and
the Aegean-Asian plates (Pondrelli et al., 2002). The seis-
mic activity along this structural alignment is probably re-
sponsible for the seismic sequence of 1743 that generated
the tsunami whose deposits have been recognised along the
southernmost part of Apulia (Mastronuzzi et al., 2007a).
Hence, this region is surrounded by seismically active zones
characterized by a high potential for generating submarine
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Fig. 2. Seismicity in the area around the Taranto Gulf: A—epicentre of the earthquake occurring between 951 A.D.–2000 A.D.; B—epicentres of
earthquakes in the last 40 years. Of interest are the earthquakes occurring offshore of Gallipoli (May 7, 1983 M = 5.3) and the seismic sequence
with an epicentre 20 km from Rossano (April 17, 2002 M = 4.7).
earthquakes and consequently large tsunamis, especially in
the near shore zone. Furthermore, the Mediterranean Basin
is very narrow and, if generated, a tsunami can rapidly reach
every coast, thus causing catastrophic effects on a local
scale (Mastronuzzi et al., 2006).
If these geodynamic features constitute the main source
of past tsunamis in the Mediterranean Basin, it is neverthe-
less necessary to consider other possible sources of extreme
waves such as coastal and/or submarine landslides that can
be often generated by seismic mechanisms, volcanic erup-
tions or storms. In fact, in the absence of an extended con-
tinental shelf, the proximity of the high mountain chains
to the continental slope that is connected to deep abyssal
plains—up to 5,000 m in the Ionian Sea—make it possible
for a large submarine slide to move an enormous quantity
of solid material able to compress a high volume of water
(Mastronuzzi, 2010) (Fig. 3).
Just the Calabria region shows a narrow continental shelf
with a steep mountain chain which dips directly into the
sea. Seismic activity that characterized the Calabrian Arc
and the Apenninic chain is a favourable condition to de-
termine landslides possibly falling into the deep area of the
surrounding seas. Based on the surveys of several important
submarine landslides along the Calabrian continental slope
(Colizza et al., 2005) it was hypothesized that they could be
also a consequence of the seismic sequence that occurred
inland between the end of 1456 and the beginning of 1457.
This last event generated the tsunami to which is attributed
the accumulation of the boulders immediately north of the
city of Gallipoli (Mastronuzzi and Sanso`, 2000). Moreover,
in the past, along the Tyrrenian side of Calabria, the se-
quence of ﬁve earthquakes that occurred in 1783, between
February 1 and March 28, triggered a large landslide at the
top of Monte Paci; its collapse in to the sea generated the
large tsunami that on February 6 destroyed the city of Scilla,
killing about 1,500 people. Large landslides have also oc-
curred along the north African coasts as reported by Cita
and Aloisi (2000).
3. Morphology of the Coastal Area: Description
and Analytic Methods
The entire coastal area south of Taranto is characterized
by a number of marine terraces in staircase-like arrange-
ment between elevations of about 400 m and the mean
sea level (m.s.l.). This is the result of the superimposi-
tion of regional uplift and of the glacio-eustatic sea level
changes that have occurred from the Middle Pleistocene to
the present. The Middle-Late Pleistocene stratigraphic se-
quence crops out along the coast; it can be synthetically rep-
resented by silty clay Plio-Pleistocene in age, capped with
well-cemented transgressive algal calcarenites, sometimes
in partial overlapping, ascribed to the Upper Pleistocene
(Belluomini et al., 2002 and references therein). Gener-
ally, at large scale, the coast has a linear pattern; however,
the area is marked by deep inlets, limited by a more or less
extended cape, that correspond to continental water inter-
stratal incisions ﬁlled by the sea during the Holocene trans-
gression (Mastronuzzi and Sanso`, 1998; Lambeck et al.,
2004). Along the microtidal coast of this area (tides never
exceeding 0.70 m) the sea level is still in rising with a rate
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Fig. 3. Deeper areas (more than 2000 m) and main volcanic districts in the Mediterranean Basin; it is evident the short extension of the continental shelf
between high mountain chains and shelf break, as well as the gradient of the continental slope. 1—Sardinia sea (max c.a 3000 m); 2—Tyrrhenian
sea (max c.a 3500 m); 3—Ionian sea (max c.a 5000 m); 4—eastern basin (max c.a 4000 m); A—Tyrrhenian district; B—Sicily Channel district;
C—Aegean district; a—Mount Etna volcano; b—Mount Somma—Vesuvio volcano; c—Campi Flegrei volcano (chart n. 360 INT 300 Istituto
Idrograﬁco della Marina, Genova, Italy) (from Mastronuzzi, 2010).
of 0.5–1.0 mm/year as suggested by archaeological markers
(Auriemma et al., 2004).
The lowermost marine terrace is constituted by well-
cemented bio-algal calcarenite marked by the presence of
abundant mollusc, briozoa and coral, attributed to the last
interglacial time (= LIT) MIS 5; the textural features
correspond to a speciﬁc weight determined in the labora-
tory ranging from 2.20–2.35 g/m3. The calcarenitic local
bedrock presents very long fractures that become wider to-
ward the coastline. Several of these fractures are parallel to
the shoreline; some of these are also oriented SSW-NNE,
about orthogonal to the most frequent sea-storm impact di-
rection. Generally, they have been correlated to the recent
tectonic history responsible for the general tilting of the
MIS 5 terraces from NNW to SSE, placed at about 20 m
near Taranto and the approximate sea level near Gallipoli
(Di Bucci et al., 2009, 2011). All the same, it is possible
that the fractures near the coastline have been determined—
or enlarged—by the continuous impact of the “normal”
storm waves.
Frequently, boulders isolated or arranged in ﬁelds, are
sparse both along the coast and in correspondence to the
main capes. The most famous has been recognised approx-
imately 60 km from Taranto in the Torre Squillace locality,
near Gallipoli; thanks to 14C age determinations and historic
chronicles, its put in place has been attributed to the impact
of a catastrophic wave that was arose on December 5, 1456
by a large submarine landslide generated by the strong seis-
mic sequence that hit the entire south of Italy (Mastronuzzi
and Sanso`, 2000). Just, 20 km south of Taranto, in corre-
spondence to the prominent Punta Saguerra, there is another
large boulder accumulation arranged in a berm.
3.1 Punta Saguerra boulder berm
Punta Saguerra is a cape that extends out to sea about
200 m and is ﬂanked by a deep inlet (Fig. 4). An anal-
ysis of the structural features of the local calcarenite has
evidenced the main orientation of two sets of fractures: the
ﬁrst is oriented 142–190◦N and the second 270–300◦N. The
submerged part of the cape is characterised by an articulated
sea bottom inclined off shore of about 6% up to −30 m;
coastward it ﬁnishes in a quite vertical cliff whose foot is
at −3/−5 m below present sea level, marked by the pres-
ence of discontinuous accumulation of collapsed boulders.
The emerged part is characterized by a slightly undulating
surface with a mean slope of about 6–7% (Fig. 4(B)) and a
maximum elevation of 11 m above the biological sea level
(= a.b.s.l.) (sensu Laborel and Laborel-Deguen, 1994).
Starting from the coastline it is possible to divide the cape in
three different zones: ı`—a terrace surface about 50 m wide
at about 2–3 m a.b.s.l.; ı`ı`—a boulder berm leaning on a step
placed between 2 and 5 meters a.b.s.l.; and ı`ı`ı`—a steeper
terrace that reaches approximately 11 m a.b.s.l.
ı`—The ﬁrst zone has a convex proﬁle bordered seaward
by a trottoir (approx. 3 m wide) that marks the biologi-
cal sea level and is bare of vegetation. In the spray zone,
the surf bench is marked by small coalescent karstic pot-
holes, giving place to pinnacle-like forms (spitzkarren) sep-
arated inward by gradually widening ﬂat depressions. Some
boulders from this articulated surface have been carved out
and scattered inland; in fact, small isolated boulders placed
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Fig. 4. Detailed location of Punta Saguerra (A) and geomorphological sketch (B). Legend: A—soil; B—Upper Pleistocene algal calcarenite; C—Plio
Pleistocene silty clay.
Fig. 5. The berm at Punta Saguerra (A) and elaboration 3D of the TLS survey (B).
in this zone are often not in equilibrium or imbricated in
groups.
ı`ı`—The second zone shows a boulder berm that runs par-
allel to the present coastline for about 100 m, at a dis-
tance ranging from 25 to 45 m; the ridge leans on a low
step shaped on the algal calcarenite (Fig. 5). Boulders
have various sizes that range between 1.5 × 0.4 × 0.8 m
to 3.7 × 3.1 × 1.2 m; adopting a speciﬁc weight of 2.20
g/m3, the mega-clast volume ranges from about 2 to 30 tons
(Table 1). The biggest boulder is at 27 m inland at about
5 m above b.s.l.
The a-axis of the bigger part of the boulders are E-W
oriented, whereas other show a like N-S orientation (Fig. 6).
Most of the boulders have been carved out from an area
close to the supratidal zone, as can be ascertained from the
presence on its surfaces of wide, ﬂat rock pools and sparse
dead barnacles in an area where, at present, they don’t
live. Often these boulders are overturned or in an unstable
position (Fig. 7); due to the tilting, original rock pools have
been subsequently shaped by new horizontal solution pools
formed because of karstic processes.
Moreover, some boulders clearly indicate their sublitoral
origin since they are characterised by the presence of bio-
genic encrustations of Vermetid sp. These well-preserved
bioconcretions indicate a very recent age of formation and
limited reworking during their transport from the sublitoral
to the adlitoral zone (Fig. 8); in fact, in the case of multi-
phase transport or a long permanence in subaerial environ-
ments they should have been destroyed or damaged in the
very least.
On the sea-ward side of the berm, the bedrock is marked
by erosional s-forms (Fig. 9), about 30–35 m from the
coastline; they bound the base of the ﬁrst step of the
promontory at about 3 m (a.s.l.). The s-forms bring to mind
“sichelwannen” that are smooth and polished surfaces, en-
graved by a high energy plastic ﬂow where rocky surfaces
are not very resistant (Bryant and Young, 1996; Bryant,
2001 and references therein). Moreover, at meso-scale, the
presence of an undulated and smooth soil-less surface, ex-
tending from the coastline to the top of the step where boul-
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Table 1. Features of more representative boulders from Punta Saguerra; they have been chosen in function of their weight, a-axis orientation, elevation
and distance from the coastline. The last two columns contain the calculated minimum heights of the storm wave and of the tsunami necessary to
move boulders inland. The heights were obtained by applying the Pignatelli et al. (2009) equation starting from the boulder sizes.
Saguerra ID a-axis b-axis c-axis Weight Storm wave Tsunami
Cape (m) (m) (m) (t) height (m) height (m)
s = 2.2 g/cm3
BA01 3.00 1.10 0.70 4.97 9.44 2.36
BA02 4.10 3.30 0.90 26.18 12.13 3.03
BA04 3.30 1.63 0.87 10.06 11.73 2.93
BA16 3.40 1.60 1.07 12.52 14.43 3.61
BA35 3.70 3.10 1.20 29.59 16.18 4.04
BA43 1.20 1.12 0.60 1.73 8.09 2.02
BA55 0.90 0.64 0.65 0.74 8.76 2.19
BA72 1.36 1.10 0.26 0.84 3.51 0.88
Fig. 6. a-axis orientation of boulders at Punta Saguerra compared to the direction of the approaching storm-generated waves.
Fig. 7. A boulder in evident unstable equilibrium in the centre of the berm.
der deposits are arranged, could be considered signiﬁcant
evidence of a tsunami impact (Kelletat and Schellmann,
2002; Whelan and Kelletat, 2003).
ı`ı`ı`—The third zone is a steeper terrace placed between 6
and 11 m a.b.s.l.; its external area is marked with discontin-
uous vegetative cover while the inner area is covered by soil
with continuous halophyte vegetation.
3.2 Digital surveys
A combined Differential GPS and Terrestrial Laser Scan-
ner survey was performed in order to obtain the position
of each boulder and to deﬁne the coastal morphography
and the detailed microtopography (Fig. 5). This kind of
survey permit also to deﬁne boulder volumes, imbrica-
tion, a-axis azimuth (Table 1) and to hypothesize their pre-
transport position (Pignatelli et al., 2010; Mastronuzzi and
Pignatelli, 2011). Digital survey were performed using a
Leica Scanstation 2 able to scan the landscape up to about
300 m from the laser-beam generator in function of the re-
ﬂectivity of the scanned object (Fig. 10); the instruments
captures up to a maximum of 50,000 points per second.
The 3D view of the landscape derive by the combination
of some scansions overlapped in a post processing phase us-
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Fig. 8. Bioconcretion of Vermetids sp; two samples were collected on boulders B31 (A) and one on boulder B33 (B).
Fig. 9. S-form similar to “sichelwanne”, at the foot of the berm.
ing Cyclone 6.03 software, that produce a unique 3D Mod-
elspace. This is possible since at least ﬁve targets are posi-
tioned to be captured by at least three scansions; the posi-
tion of each of them were surveyed with a GPS Leica 1230
in differential modality in Real Time Kinematic (RTK) syn-
chronization, using the Global Navigation Satellite System
(GNSS) of Apulia region.
3.3 Age determinations
Three vermetid samples were collected from the sur-
face of two different imbricated and overturned boulders
(B31, B33) of the berm, each weighing about 5 and 7
tons (Fig. 8(A, B)); the well-preserved state of the bio-
concretions seems to exclude any transport on the emerged
surface in a time different from that of the detachment from
the sublittoral zone; moreover, it seems unlikely that they
were exposed to meteorological activity for a long period
of time, again, because of their well-preserved state. Their
age has been established by means of AMS age determina-
tions in the CEDAD Laboratory of the University of Lecce.
The calibrate ages resulting from radiometric determination
are very recent: the conventional 14C ages of the samples are
respectively 413 ± 40 BP, 489 ± 50 BP and 426 ± 35 BP.
The results of the AMS analyses have been calibrated by
using the CALIB 6.0 software (Stuiver and Reimer, 2010)
and adopting a delta R value of 121 ± 60. Having taken
Fig. 10. The terrestrial laser scanner (TLS) Leica Scan Station 2 at work.
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Table 2. AMS radiocarbon age determinations of some samples collected at Punta Saguerra. The calibrated ages were obtained by using Calib 6.0
software (Stuiver and Reimer, 2010).
ID Sample Boulder Description δ13C Radiocarbon Age R Calibrated 1σ 2σ
age uncertainty age
Baia B31 Vermetids 0.5‰ 413 ±40 14C 121 ± 60 1889 AD: 0.11
d’Argento 1947 AD
LTL1178A 121 ± 60 1813 AD: 1
1955 AD
Baia B31 Vermetids 1.3‰ 489 ±60 14C 121 ± 60 1853 AD: 1
d’Argento 1952 AD
LTL1179A 121 ± 60 1801 AD: 0.064
1953 AD
121 ± 60 1702 AD: 0.904
1951 AD
Baia B33 Vermetids 0.4‰ 426 ±35 14C 121 ± 60 1888 AD: 1
d’Argento 1954 AD
LTL2209A 121 ± 60 1811 AD: 1
1954 AD
into account a conﬁdence interval of 2σ , the obtained ages
span intervals of [1801–1951 AD], [1702–1951 AD] and
[1813–1951 AD] (Table 2). The results indicate that the
samples have a very recent age; their deposition would have
occurred about two centuries ago. Unfortunately, radiocar-
bon analyses of recent marine samples do not allow us to
obtain very precise age determinations within a limited er-
ror bar. Especially when adopting the calibration method,
the biggest security in the age determination (2σ ) corre-
sponds to the largest gaussian curve which would imply an
enormous error bar not useful on its own, when aiming to
identify the precise time of the event.
4. Meteorological Settings
The Ionian Basin is exposed to strong winds generated
by the seasonal prevalence of Siberian and Azores anti-
cyclones. Respectively, they generate winds with direc-
tions mainly from the N-NE or S-SE. In the case of N-NE
Siberian winds, a fetch is limited by the protective South-
ern Appennines; during the S-SE Azores winds, a fetch can
extend up to about 700 nautical miles from the Gulf of
Sidra (Libya). Data recorded by RON (Rete Ondametrica
Nazionale) buoys, (Corsini et al., 2002) have been avail-
able since 1989. Wave data in the northern Ionian Sea are
recorded by the Crotone buoy located in the northern Ionian
Sea at the southernmost limit of the Taranto Gulf (Fig. 11).
The integration of RON data with Italian Navy wave-wind
data covering the last 60 years allows the frequency of sea
storms to be reconstructed (Istituto Idrograﬁco della Ma-
rina, 1982). Storm frequency records during these years
show that wind speeds between 15 and 20 knots have been
decreasing in the central area of the Mediterranean Sea.
However, sea storms have been increasing due to wind
speeds between 11 and 14 knots and wind speeds exceeding
27 knots along the Ionian coasts.
The meteorological stations placed along the coast of the
Gulf of Taranto—Capo Colonne near Crotone and Capo
San Vito near Taranto—indicate that the main sea storms
come from the N-NE and the S-SE: the ﬁrst station shows
that gales occur especially in winter and have an average
duration of approximately 40 hours; the latter station pri-
marily measuring sea storms concentrated in the month of
January, register a S-SSE wind direction with a duration of
approximately 35 hours. The meteorological station located
in southern Apulia (Capo Santa Maria di Leuca) registered
important sea storms coming from the S-SW in October and
January with the most limited fetch sector and a duration of
approximately 28 hours.
An evaluation of RON records from the Crotone buoys,
with regard to annual extreme offshore waves covering the
time period between 01/07/1989 and 31/12/2001 (Arena,
1999) has been carried out. A 6.2-meter-high extreme wave
from the SE, the biggest registered, was recorded in Febru-
ary 1994. The return times of this offshore wave have been
evaluated using the Gu¨mbel distribution. For a return time
of 50 years, offshore waves recorded by the Crotone buoy
can reach peaks approximately 1.3% higher than the maxi-
mum wave height recorded (Fig. 11).
5. Discussion
The boulders that constitute the Punta Saguerra berm
weigh up to 30 tons and are placed at a distance between
25 and 45 m from the coastline. The disarticulation of the
boulders and their transport inland have been possible due
to the presence of a network of horizontal (transgression
surface on the local basement and stratiﬁcation in the cal-
carenite) and vertical (fractures) discontinuities in the cal-
carenite body, well evident all along the coastline both in
sub-aerial and submerged parts of the cliff. These features
seem to indicate the “joint bounded boulders” scenario de-
scribed by Nott (1997, 2003) (Fig. 12).
The boulder spatial distribution seems to indicate a sub-
stantial correspondence between the a-axis orientation and
the direction of the main storms. An important part of the
boulders has its main axis E-W and NE-SW oriented, so
orthogonal to the approaching direction of the main waves
coming from S or SE; on the other hand, many boulders
have their a-axis NW-SE or N-S oriented (Fig. 6). The cor-
respondence between a-axis orientation and the approach-
ing direction of main wave is only apparent; in fact, since
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Fig. 11. Data from the Crotone buoy and its position.
Fig. 12. Block diagram of Punta Saguerra; in grey the original position of some boulders in joint bounded scenario and their present positions.
(A—Upper Pleistocene algal calcarenite; B—Plio Pleistocene silty clay).
their physical features, these last were refracted due its in-
teraction with the continental shelf and hit the coast from
SW (Mastronuzzi and Sanso`, 1998).
Starting from the hydrodynamic equations suggested by
Pignatelli et al. (2009) for tsunami and storm wave ap-
proaches, and applying these formulas to the biggest boul-
der recognizable in the ridge, it is possible to character-
ize the minimum wave able to move it landward (Table 1).
Accordingly, to initiate the transport of a 30-ton boulder,
about polyhedric in shape and characterised by a c-axis of
1.20 m, a minimum storm wave of about 16.18 m high or
a tsunami of about 4.04 m high was necessary. A storm
wave with such characteristics is very unlikely in the Gulf
of Taranto. In fact, here, the Crotone buoy, activated by
RON and RMN (Rete Mareograﬁca Nazionale), has indi-
cated the maximum storm wave recorded in deep sea to be
6.2 m high. Moreover, by applying the Gumbel treatment to
available recorded data (from 1989 to 2001), a return time
of 50 years for a maximum wave height of 7.01 m is ob-
tained (Fig. 9). Important indications come from the analy-
sis of the bathymetry just in front of the promontory—about
−5 m—and of the bottom slope. Experimental studies have
demonstrated that waves break at different distances from
the coastline in function of the ratio between the impact-
ing wave height (Hb) and the water depth (Wd); this ratio is
an estimated average of 0.71–0.78 (Keulegan and Patterson,
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Table 3. Tsunami events generated in the Taranto Gulf and in the nearby Ionian Sea in the 1801–1951 period (from CPTI, 2004; Tinti et al., 2004).




Lat Long (Mercalli scale)
8 March 1832 Ionian Calabria Crotone 39 17 10 3





23 October 1907 Ionian Calabria Capo Bruzzano 38.15 16 8.5 3
Fig. 13. Localisation of the epicentres of the Messina and Reggio Calabria
(1908), Capo Bruzzano (1907), Rossano (1836) and Crotone (1832)
earthquakes; the smallest circle indicates Punta Saguerra.
1940) in the case of a generic bottom. Experimental data
indicate a value of approximately 0.44–0.6 for a horizon-
tal bottom or, in the case of a steeper bottom, 0.78–1.03
(Massel, 1997; Galvin, 1972). Therefore, considering that
the sea bottom in front of Punta Saguerra is characterised
by a mean slope of about 6%, it is necessary to apply the
ﬁrst ratio of 0.71–0.78; a storm wave of about 16.18 m high
has the breaking point at a water depth of about 21–23 m,
thus 350–400 m from the coastline. Due to this distance,
it would be difﬁcult to afﬁrm that the broken wave respon-
sible for the detachment and transport of a 30-tons boulder
could be this sea storm wave, never registered in this area.
Moreover, a normal wave, like those registered by RON,
collapse at a Wd = 9–10 m, about 60–70 m from the coast-
line. Along this tract, its energy is inﬂuenced by the rough-
ness of the sea-bottom dissipating by the time it reaches
the coastline, unable to scatter 30-tons boulders 30 m in-
land. Besides, the distribution of some boulders along the
a-axis azimuth of the Punta Saguerra berm correspond to
the approaching directions of the wave trains generated by
known sea storms (Fig. 6); this seems to indicate a mixed
depositional origin (sea-storm and tsunami) of the boul-
ders, but this can only be considered reliable for boulders
whose weights are lower than 1.5–2.5 tons (Mastronuzzi et
al., 2006). It should be noted that some strong storms have
occurred in the last ﬁve years. They are considered to be
among the strongest to have ever occurred but never char-
acterised by waves higher than 6 m (www.idromare.it); the
connected waves moved boulders that were never heavier
than 1.0 tons and only transported to the supratidal area.
Therefore, more probable is the height of 4.04 m that was
estimated using the morphological features of the biggest
boulder for the possible impacting tsunami; it justiﬁes the
detachment, the transport and the accumulation of an en-
tire ridge at about 35 m from the coastline. In fact consid-
ering an impacting tsunami about 4 m high, and applying
the Pigantelli et al. (2009) formula, the maximum inland
ﬂooding is comparable to the trimline extension. Presently,
the surface at Punta Saguerra is smooth and without soil or
vegetation; this could be attributed to a wave impact hav-
ing caused the erosion of a previously soil. The presence
of erosional forms is an indication of a huge wave that
impacted the coast promontory with a high-energy ﬂow;
these types of forms have been observed and attributed to
the effect of tsunamis because of their ﬂooding plastic ﬂow
(water + debris) that could shape the bedrock even at a dis-
tance from the coastline.
The results of the AMS age determination are in agree-
ment among themselves (Table 2). The ﬁrst two ages over-
lap, while the third one shows a little difference compen-
sated by a major error bar. In substance they are very sim-
ilar and the calibrated ages seem to indicate that one—or
more (!?)—catastrophic events occurred in the time span-
ning from 1801 and 1951. Unfortunately, AMS age deter-
mination is more limited with regard to marine shells from
more recent times. Data that could conﬁrm radiocarbon
ages derive from the Catalogo Parametrico dei Terremoti
Italiani (Gruppo di Lavoro CPTI, 2004) and the tsunami cat-
alogue (Tinti et al., 2004). Three strong tsunami-generative
earthquakes occurred in the span of time individuated by the
14C age determinations: on March 8, 1832 in the Crotone
area (Central Calabria), on April 24, 1836 along the coast
of Rossano Calabro (northern Calabria) and on October 23,
1907 in southern Calabria (Table 3) (Fig. 13). On December
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28, 1908, another strong earthquake generated the tsunami
that destroyed the coastal areas of Messina and Reggio Cal-
abria killing a thousand people; but here are no historical
documents that testify the propagation of this wave reach-
ing the inner part of the Gulf of Taranto.
On the contrary, the impact of the Rossano Calabro
earthquake is well-documented along the coast of Calabria;
in particular eyewitness accounts clearly indicate that the
tsunami ﬂooding the Rossano coastal area arrived 80 steeps
inland, corresponding to about 70 m (Romano, 1836; Rossi,
1836, 1837; De Rosis, 1838). De Rosis (1838) reports the
words of the chief ﬁshermen Antonio Florio from Amalﬁ:
“. . . verso le ore sei (a.m., April, 24) mi recai colla ciurma
al mio seguito sulla spiaggia . . . fummo improvvisamente
scossi da forte tremuoto . . . in questo mentre il mare si al-
lontano` di molti passi e continuando la terra a muoversi,
ci affrettammo tutti sbigottiti di ritornare al pagliaro, ove
giunti tutti attoniti osservammo che il mare, spinto da ﬁera
tempesta, alzo` le sue onde con tanta veemenza che giun-
sero sino al pagliaro: nel ritirarsi porto` seco sette nostre
barche, facendole urtare tra di loro in modo che rimasero
danneggiate: continuo` la forte agitazione del mare per piu`
tempo, indi gradatamente si ritiro` alla sua sponda, ma sem-
pre fremente, per cui non andammo alla pesca neppure
il dı` seguente: la mattina ritrovammo nel litorale sbalzati
dal mare molti pesci . . . ” (“. . . around 6 am, April 24,
I reached the shore with my crew . . . we suddenly felt a
tremor of a strong earthquake . . . while the sea withdrew
several steps, the land continued to move. Startled, we
rushed toward the haystack, we watched in astonishment
as the proud tempest instigated the rising of waves with
such vehemence that they reached the haystack. As the sea
withdrew, it took with it seven of our boats, hurtling them
against one another so much so as to damage them. The tur-
bulence continued for a while, then gradually the sea with-
drew to its bottom; still quivering, we did not even go ﬁshing
the next day. The next morning we found ﬁshes strewn along
the coast . . . ”).
Moreover, the same witness indicates changes also in
sea bathymetry as suggested by the impossibility to use the
sciabaca, a ﬁshing instrument: “. . . tentammo di buttare la
sciabaca nel solito luogo, ma con sorpresa scoprimmo, che
quel tratto di fondo di mare, ove abbiamo fatto sempre la
pesca, e da noi per tanti anni scandagliata la profondita`
di venti passi d’acqua, si e` talmente inalzata con monti di
Duna, Cotone o siano Albajone, che in oggi non se ne mis-
urano che quattro . . . ”. (“. . . we attempted to throw the
sciabaca in the waters where we always ﬁshed, but surpris-
ingly, we discovered that the sea bottom, that previously had
had a depth of 20 steps had now shallowed to 4 steps due
to mounts of Dune, Cotone or Albajone . . . )¨. Considering
the present geomorphological features of the Rossano coast,
marked by the presence of a pebble beach that continues be-
low the sea level 5–10 m, it is reasonable to hypothesize that
the back-wash ﬂow accumulated a large quantity of sedi-
ment in the submerged beach, generating an extended sub-
merged bar. Another description reported by De Rosis is
that from the chief ﬁsherman Antonio Apicella from Ma-
juri: “La sera del 24 aprile il mare si ritrovava in bonaccia,
talche` lasciai le mie barche tirate a poca distanza dal lido.
Verso le due della notte, che colla mia ciurma riposavamo
nel pagliaio, due marinai ch’erano ancora all’erta, ven-
nero ad avvertirmi di avere inteso un rombo, e d’essere
infocata l’aria dal lato di levante, chiedendomi se volevo,
che le barche fossero tirate piu` in giu`, ma siccome mi dis-
sero, che non vi era vento ed il mare in calma, gli risposi
d’essere inutile tal fatica, mentre da lı` a poche ore saremmo
andati a pesca. Presi tutti dal sonno, fummo risvegliati da
un forte scotimento della terra, che per il moto di compres-
sione si alzava, or si abbassava da i nostri piedi: intesi che
l’onde frangevano, e nell’atto che la terra tremava corsi
di unito alla ciurma verso le barche per salvarle, ma non
potei tanto eseguire perche´ il mare l’aveva poste a galla: in
questo mentre mi si abbasso` il suolo, ed il mare mi giunse
sino al petto sollevandomi con impeto, talche` fui obbligato
di unita` a molti miei marinai di porci a nuoto e fummo slan-
ciati dal mare sino alla pagliaia, distante dal lido piu` di ot-
tanta passi . . . ” (“On the evening of April 24, the sea was
dead calm, so much so that I left my boats tied close to
the shore. Around 2 am, while my crew and I rested in the
haystack, two sailors who had been keeping watch came to
give notice of a rumble they had heard and that the air to
the east had turned ﬁery. They asked me if I wanted to pull
the boats in. But since they said there was no wind and that
the sea was calm, I told them to save the hassle and that,
in a few hours we’d be heading out to ﬁsh. Having then
fallen deep asleep, we were woken by a strong shaking of
the ground and for the motion of the earth’s compression,
the ground started to rise and fall below our feet. Under-
standing now that the waves were crashing and the earth
quaking, we ran toward the boats to save them but to no
avail, for the sea had taken them aﬂoat. Meanwhile, the
ground beneath me lowered and the sea reached my chest
raising me impetuously. I was obliged to unite with most of
my sailors and took to swimming, we were hurled from the
sea to the haystacks for a distance of 80 steps.”).
Unfortunately, the event is not as well-documented on
the eastern coast of Ionian sea as it is on the western coast.
The only available testimoniance is found in the chronicle
written by Bafﬁ (1929), almost a century later: “. . . dopo
una primavera molto piovosa ed un’orribile tempesta ac-
caduta il 17 aprile 1836 nel golfo tarentino seguirono pochi
giorni sereni ﬁno al 24 Aprile 1836 . . . Verso mezzanotte
dell’istesso giorno gli animali mostrarono soverchia inqui-
etudine, il mare divenne grosso e tempestoso e sopra di
esso fa’ vista una meteora di color fuoco, in quel punto
accompagnato da cupo rumore un terremoto duro` 20 sec-
ondi e dopo 3 minuti replico` violentemente . . . ” (“. . . after
a wet spring season, and a terrible tempest on April 17,
1836, a few calm days followed in the Gulf of Taranto, but
only til April 24. . . . Around midnight of that day, the an-
imals began to show excessive inquietude. The sea grew
big and tempestuous and above it, the sky had a ﬁery glow,
then came a dark noise and a quake lasting 20 seconds.
Three minutes later another violent tremor followed . . . ”).
In comparison to the eyewitness reports presented in the lo-
cal chronicles, it seems that those of Bafﬁ (1929) have been
derived and not true to the descriptions given by the local
inhabitants. Therefore, there is no direct testimony that can
prove the impact of the 1836 tsunami on the Ionian Apu-
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lia. On the other hand, to distinguish between the 1836 and
the 1832 events, effectively very close in the time, is quite
hard. The calibrated 14C age yielded by the AMS analyses
has a range much too extended to allow us to distinguish be-
tween the two events in a large gaussian distribution. In ef-
fect, if the directions of both approaching waves are recon-
structed to come from the WSW-ESE and both epicentres
of the earthquakes are placed ESE of Punta Saguerra, it is
true that the localisation of the 1832 epicentre with respect
to the Punta Saguerra locality is protected by the Crotone
peninsula (Fig. 13) and more distant than the 1836 event.
These considerations would also exclude the possibility that
the tsunami that hit Punta Saguerra was generated by the
Capo Bruzzano earthquake. Finally, the 1836 tsunami was
stronger (measuring 4 on the tsunami intensity scale) than
the 1832 and 1907 ones (3 on the tsunami intensity scale).
Recent seismic registration performed by the seismic ob-
servatory at the University “Aldo Moro” in Bari evidenced
moderate seismic activity with an epicentre in the sea bot-
tom not far from the Salento coast—like the sequence that
occurred near Gallipoli on May 7, 1983 (M = 5.3) and
along the coast of Calabria—like that of April 17, 2002 near
Rossano (M = 4.7) (Fig. 2(B)).
6. Conclusions
By comparing all the data gathered from geomorpholog-
ical, topographic and geochronological surveys completed
by hydrodynamics considerations and historical chronicles,
it is possible to obtain important conclusions about the boul-
ders recognised in Punta Saguerra. The Punta Saguerra
berm is composed of some tens of mega-boulders weigh-
ing up to 30 tons. Generally, the boulders come from the
adlittoral/infralittoral/sublittoral zones. The presence of the
boulders is associated with the presence of trimline and
sichelwanne—s forms. The size of the boulders and other
morphological features seem compatible with a possible
impact from one or more tsunamis, since the impact of a
storm normally occurring in this area, however exceptional,
would have been less energetic and thus unable to scatter
boulders inland from the sublittoral zone. Some of them
preserve biological concrections whose age has been ob-
tained from AMS analyses. Unfortunately, the results from
the analyses do not offer a clear distinction between the two
seismic-generated tsunami events of 1832 and 1836, having
occurred so close in time. Based on the available chroni-
cles, the events responsible for the formation of the berm
can easily be attributed to the impact of a tsunami able to
ﬂood the Rossano coast and suggests the impact of an ex-
ceptional wave along the Ionian coast of Apulia.
Reassuming and considering all the data available, it is
more possible that the boulder ridge was put in place by
only one tsunami event generated by the earthquakes occur-
ring on April 24, 1836 near Rossano in Calabria. It is also
possible that this strong event erased pre-existent evidence
correlated to the 1832 earthquake. The ﬁnal conclusion re-
gards the erosional forms: phenomena of trimline genera-
tion are well evident at the base of the ridge where rounded
smooth-surfaces deriving from covered karstic phenomena
are recognisable. Unfortunately, it is not possible to eval-
uate if the stripping can be correlated to the 1832, or less
probably to the 1907 event, or whether it was due to the
more energetic 1836 event. The presence of s-shaped forms
indicate that the event responsible for all these erosional
landforms was quite energetic and, so, the attribution of the
biggest feature of the present Punta Saguerra landscape to
the April 24, 1836 tsunami is realistic.
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